Abstract The mountain pine beetle (MPB) has dramatically influenced high-elevation pine forests of western North America, with recent infestations causing millions of acres of forest mortality and basal area loss. While ecohydrologic implications of infestation have been studied extensively in recent years, few have explored atmospheric feedbacks of widespread canopy transpiration loss or the potential role of groundwater to amplify or mitigate changes to land energy. This work presents bedrock-to-atmosphere simulations of coupled meteorological and hydrologic states over the Colorado headwaters. Analyses compare configurations with (1) default land surface parameters and (2) disturbance simulations with adjusted transpiration parameters in infested cells. An analysis of variance was conducted to identify regions of significant response to mountain pine beetle. Changes to increased soil moisture and Bowen ratios were found to be statistically significant in MPB-infested areas and in nonlocal valleys, while planetary boundary layer (PBL) response was significant only in high elevations of the headwaters watershed. Temperature-humidity covariance was evaluated using mixing diagrams; the results suggest that increased surface Bowen ratios from MPB could affect entrainment of dry air from the troposphere. The PBL is hotter, drier, and higher under infested forest conditions, which could have implications to atmosphere-vegetation feedbacks and forest drought stress. Finally, land-atmosphere coupling was sensitive to antecedent subsurface moisture. Regions with shallow water tables exhibit greater magnitude response to MPB at the surface and in the PBL, a finding that has repercussions for ecosystem resilience and hydrologic representation in meteorological modeling.
Introduction
In high-elevation pine forests of the North American West, a prominent source of concern to scientists and policy makers is the ongoing forest disturbance from the mountain pine beetle (MPB), Dendroctonus ponderosae. Headwater Rocky Mountain ecosystems, which are paramount to downstream domestic and agricultural resources (Ficklin et al., 2013) , are dramatically changing due to MPB-induced forest mortality. MPB infestations introduce blue-staining fungus carried by the beetles, which, along with larval feeding, ceases transpiration and blocks transfer of water and nutrients into the tree (Hubbard et al., 2013) . While endemic to North American pine forests, this beetle's recent and unprecedented outbreak has resulted in the largest recorded tree mortality caused by insects in the western United States and Canada .
Millions of acres of lodgepole and ponderosa pine have been infested in Colorado alone over the past two decades (USFS, 2011), amounting to over 70% basal area loss in some regions (Collins et al., 2011) . Such widespread canopy loss, with consequent steep reductions in overstory transpiration (T) within a year of initial outbreak (Hubbard et al., 2013) , is understandably an imperative topic of scientific and social discussion (Morris et al., 2017) . Possible consequences of the MPB that have been proposed but not thoroughly studied are land-atmosphere feedbacks and impacts to meteorological states; this is a prospect that could have profound implications to nonlocal recharge and ecosystem health. Availability of recharge and moisture to forested watersheds, as well as regional temperature, influences the susceptibility of individual stands to pests, drought stress, and disease. Consistent warming in the Rocky Mountains has both lowered defenses of monoculture pine stands and promoted favorable weather conditions for MPB reproductive cycles (Mitton & Ferrenberg, 2012) . Others suggest that insect outbreaks may actually create feedbacks to climate change, by inhibiting the ability of forests to take up atmospheric carbon (Kurz et al., 2008) . Land-atmosphere coupling under forest disturbance conditions is therefore of scientific and social importance.
The notion that forests, through transpiration, canopy shading, and surface albedo, can impact atmospheric moisture, heat, and circulation is not new. Although the global transpiration/evapotranspiration fraction (T/ET) is not well constrained and the exact contribution to precipitable moisture is highly uncertain (Coenders-Gerrits et al., 2014) , Jasechko et al. (2013) estimate that transpirative moisture from land contributes 62,000 km 3 /yr of global atmospheric water. A well-studied case of forest disturbance-atmosphere feedbacks is that of South American tropical deforestation: Studies suggest that widespread forest losses result in energy repartitioning and increased surface temperature, which may lead to unstable planetary boundary layer (PBL), the lowest point of the troposphere still influenced by land surface moisture, energy, and roughness. Proposed consequences include changes to convective gradients and altered spatial patterns in precipitation (Berbet & Costa, 2003; Salazar et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2009) . Feedbacks have also been identified between modeled land use alteration in the High Plains and atmospheric conditions in the mountains and other areas remote from direct forcing (Chase et al., 1999) . Multiple publications have recognized the need for regional-scale exploration of MPB meteorological impacts (Maness et al., 2012; Wiedinmyer et al., 2012) , citing the potential for changes to the surface energy budget that ultimately drive convective boundary layer development. Models have consistently shown that the ratio of sensible to latent heat increases with infestation, with decreased canopy shading, and as transpiration decreases, and ground evaporation is favored Penn et al., 2016; Wiedinmyer et al., 2012) . Models (Penn et al., 2016; Wiedinmyer et al., 2012) and remote sensing measurements (Maness et al., 2012) suggest that these shifts in the surface Bowen ratio, including increases in outgoing sensible and radiative heat fluxes, can lead to surface warming. Wiedinmyer et al. (2012) simulated higher PBL heights over infested forests, as a direct result of a warming land surface from decreased leaf area index, stomatal conductance, and canopy shading.
However, while the effects of canopy mortality on the surface Bowen ratio are well established, coupling metrics have not yet been used to diagnose MPB feedbacks and moisture-energy exchange at the subsurface-vegetation-atmosphere interface. Specifically, studies have suggested that MPB infestations can lead to changes in soil moisture and deeper water storage (Bearup et al., 2014 Clow et al., 2011; , but what remains unstudied is how these changes to available water could mitigate, aggravate, or feedback with MPB impacts to heat and moisture at the land surface or the lower atmosphere.
In response to lowered transpirative demand after initial outbreak, soil moisture increases under individual MPB-infested trees (Clow et al., 2011; . Conceptual models predicted that this heightened moisture, paired with changes to vegetative surface roughness, would increase streamflow in affected watersheds (Adams et al., 2012; Pugh & Gordon, 2013) , a hypothesis which some stream gauging, paired watershed studies, and timber harvest experiments appeared to support (Bernsteinová et al., 2015; Potts, 1984; Stednick, 1996; Zhang & Wei, 2012) . Recent hydrologic research, however, has shown no identifiable change in water yield in response to infestations (Biederman et al., 2015) . Heightened moisture availability, along with less canopy shading and understory regrowth, serves to increase ground evaporation and partially offset transpiration losses (Penn et al., 2016) , which dampens MPB signal at larger scales Brown et al., 2014; Penn et al., 2016) . Other field (Bearup et al., 2014) and modeling studies suggest that while overall runoff may remain largely dampened by scaling behavior and compensating factors, groundwater contribution to streamflow significantly increases following outbreak. Such conclusions indicate a range of hydrologic consequences to MPB that are scale-sensitive, nonlinear, and heavily influenced by preferential subsurface flow pathways.
Thus, the MPB presents a scenario in which a land surface anomaly can bridge two regimes of the hydrologic cycle, which are frequently treated separately: land-atmosphere energy and moisture and terrestrial hydrology. Anomalies to either regime can influence the other. Of course, regional and mesoscale weather (climate) drive recharge to the soil column at high-(low-) frequency timescales, but moisture in the soil column also governs the surface turbulent energy flux, partitioned into sensible (heating energy) and latent (evaporative energy) heat flux . The latent flux more efficiently dissipates heat than sensible flux and provides a cooling effect at the land surface. Since water table proximity to land surface is a control on soil column moisture (Chen & Hu, 2004) , groundwater and surface radiative fluxes are correlated (Szilagyi et al., 2013) and regions of groundwater convergence can provide evaporative cooling, which controls heat and humidity within the PBL and affects its development. Further, capillary action and soil conductivity slow the near-surface response to stress or infiltration events; thus, soil moisture, and to a greater extent groundwater, exhibit long-term memory of anomalous atmospheric events . For example, drought-induced deficits in soil moisture reduce long-term evaporative supply to the atmosphere, furthering meteorological drought (Brubaker & Entekhabi, 1996; Entekhabi et al., 1996a) . The MPB is an anomaly capable of introducing widespread repartitioning of evapotranspiration, surface energy, and recharge. Its impacts to groundwater-atmosphere feedbacks are an important consideration, and a hydrometeorological modeling platform was necessary to capture both MPB impacts to soil moisture and lateral groundwater flow and land surface and lower atmosphere components.
This study focuses on MPB effects to groundwater-land-atmosphere coupling, seeking to fill what seems to be a computational gap between groundwater-land surface (Penn et al., 2016) and land-atmosphere (Wiedinmyer et al., 2012) forest disturbance modeling efforts. Specifically, this work was conducted with two specific goals in mind: First, to identify moisture and energy fluxes that have a statistically significant response to canopy death. These include dependent land surface fluxes that have already been established in the literature as sensitive to MPB disturbance. We make an effort to isolate land disturbance impacts from the natural variability in meteorological models that can arise from slight adjustments in initial atmospheric conditions, using an analysis of ensemble variance. Second, the study seeks to analyze the difference in water-land-atmosphere coupling between healthy (control) and infested (treatment) meteorological simulations. We examine MPB impacts to high-frequency (diurnal) land-atmosphere coupling, which is largely driven by temporal and spatial soil moisture heterogeneity, as well as groundwater-land surface-atmosphere feedbacks that operate on longer timescales. The study's findings highlight the importance of the aquifer-land energy connection: We show that antecedent moisture conditions below the vadose zone affect the magnitude of MPB signals in land surface energy and the lower atmosphere. Not only do these results have implications to ecosystem vulnerability to future water stress (whether by changes to subsurface moisture or atmospheric evaporative demand), but they again implicate groundwater as a "low-pass filter" with long-term memory , able to sustain and further anomalies at the land surface.
Methods
The conceptual modeling approach used to diagnose key differences between healthy and infested forest ecohydrology can be summarized as follows: Numerical simulations of water and energy response to MPB employ the coupled hydrologic-atmospheric model ParFlow-WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting), discussed in section 2.1. The focus area is an approximately 28,000-km 2 region in the headwaters of the Rocky Mountains, a region heavily impacted by MPB-induced forest mortality (section 2.2). Establishing model initial and boundary conditions required nested atmospheric downscaling and physical hydrologic spin-up. Section 2.3 describes baseline ("green phase" forests) and disturbed ("gray phase" forests) scenarios, simulated with adjustments to model leaf area index (LAI) and stomatal conductance. An ensemble of eight members was created for each scenario case (green and gray) using the shifting initialization method detailed in , in order to isolate initial condition uncertainty (section 2.4). Finally, section 2.5 summarizes the methodology behind mixing diagrams, an important land-atmosphere coupling metric.
Numerical Modeling
MPB impacts to terrestrial hydrology, land surface, and atmospheric states were simulated with a coupled hydrometeorological modeling platform. Previous modeling studies that have coupled water, energy, and atmosphere regimes have shown that land surface models can be sensitive to soil heterogeneity and moisture, water table depth, lateral groundwater flow, and even surface flow, particularly in critical zones of land surface energy and water table interactions (Keune et al., 2016; Kollet, 2009; Rihani et al., 2010; Sulis et al., 2017; Williams & Maxwell, 2011 ). These studies demonstrate the applicability of integrated hydrologic land surface and atmospheric models to further our understanding of the interconnected water and energy balances, which are both sensitive to widespread forest mortality.
This study simulates the complete water cycle using ParFlow-WRF, a numerical platform, which couples the WRF mesoscale atmospheric model with ParFlow (PF), a groundwater-surface water model Sulis et al., 2017; Williams & Maxwell, 2011) . WRF provides mesoscale atmospheric forecasting by solving fully compressible, nonhydrostatic Navier-Stokes equations (Skamarock et al., 2008) . Major features of WRF include three-dimensional calculations of velocities, thermal energy, kinetic energy, and water phase mixing. For the hydrologic system, ParFlow simulates both three-dimensional saturated and unsaturated fluxes and includes land surface exchanges and overland flow (Kollet & Maxwell, 2006) . ParFlow solves the Richard's equation to describe variably saturated groundwater flow, and it uses Manning's equation and diffusive or kinematic wave equations to simulate overland flow and routing . This study employs the terrain-following grid option in ParFlow, which allows model depth to remain constant while maintaining topography, such that the domain floor mimics surface terrain (Maxwell, 2013) .
WRF and ParFlow communicate through the Noah land surface model, which uses a Penman-based energy balance approach to calculate potential evaporation and tracks energy and moisture fluxes in response to vegetative properties . While Noah traditionally simplifies hydrologic processes, for example, by removing runoff (excess precipitation not infiltrated) and water table dynamics, ParFlow-WRF replaces Noah's hydrologic formulation with ParFlow's three-dimensional Richard's equation and coupled surface flow. ParFlow manages mass-conservative surface and subsurface hydrologic processes, passing soil moisture information to Noah; Noah handles the land energy budget and communicates these dynamics to WRF, which calculates atmospheric velocities, solar radiation, and precipitation Williams & Maxwell, 2011) . Detailed explanation regarding the equations that govern mass and energy within PF-WRF can be found in, for example, Kollet and Maxwell (2006) and Maxwell et al. (2011) . Finally, while ParFlow-WRF's finite difference technique for describing fluxes of water and energy is computationally expensive, the model is designed for parallel implementation, allowing for efficient calculation of up to millions of unknowns (Kollet et al., 2010) .
Study Area Extent
Shown in Figure 1 , this study's region of interest lies in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado. Encompassing 28,512 km 2 of the Colorado Headwaters, this domain extent encompasses the Blue, Eagle, and Colorado Headwaters watersheds. These watersheds represent the highest-elevation water source for the Upper Colorado River Basin, which provides municipal water to over 30 million people downstream and is a major resource for agricultural irrigation and hydroelectric power in the western United States (Christensen et al., 2004; Ficklin et al., 2013) . The domain extends east of the Continental Divide to include Clear Creek watershed, a headwater contributor to the South Platte River and the principal surface water resource for cities such as Golden, Arvada, and portions of Denver. Highest peaks within the study area include Longs Peak, Quandary Peak, and Grays Peak, which are over 4,300 m in elevation. By focusing exclusively on headwater watersheds, this study ensures that no upstream processes influence model results. The climate is primarily semiarid, with snowmelt from high-elevation watersheds contributing up to 70% of annual streamflow (Christensen et al., 2004) , and peak streamflow is sensitive to spring snowmelt timing. Soils in this region, ranging from sandy to clay loams, span a wide range of hydraulic properties (NRCS, 2010). Soils are derived from a suite of Precambrian granitic and metamorphic rocks in the mountains, as well as Carboniferous and Permian aged sands, shales, and other sedimentary bedrock in the eastern Front Range.
The Rocky Mountain headwater system is a principal example of the MPB's impact to high-elevation, pine-dominated watersheds. Forested area below tree line, consisting predominantly of lodgepole and ponderosa pine, comprises nearly 40% of the domain's land surface area (Homer et al., 2015) . With MPB extent from 1996 to 2011 covering approximately 27% of the domain area (USFS, 2011), over two thirds of the pine forests in the domain have at some point been infested over the past two decades (Figure 1 ). The model domain was constructed to identify potential feedbacks both east and west of the Continental Divide, should forest disturbance in the mountains have a codependent relationship with meteorological states over more subdued topography just east of the Front Range.
The ParFlow-WRF model ran from 12 April to 30 August 2008, to capture the year with maximum MPB spatial extent (USFS, 2011) during the summer season of peak radiative forcing. Atmospheric conditions for the model were provided by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Global Forecast System (Final; NCEP GFS-FNL) global gridded analysis archive (NCEP, 2000) . These data were downscaled to establish lateral initial and boundary atmospheric conditions for the model using one-way horizontal nesting (Skamarock et al., 2008) .
This study uses four nests of consecutively higher grid resolution ( Figure 1 ). The largest domain, at 27-km grid spacing, encompasses the western United States and some of Mexico, Canada, and the Pacific Ocean (domain d01, 100 east-west by 80 north-south cells); an intermediate domain at 9-km grid spacing covers Thompson et al. (2008) bulk multiphysics scheme, the Yonsei University planetary boundary layer scheme (Hong et al., 2006) , the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for longwave radiation (Mlawer et al., 1997) , and the scheme by Dudhia for shortwave radiation (Dudhia, 1989) . Only the largest parent (d01 at 27-km grid spacing) incorporated a cumulus physics option, the Kain-Fritsch cumulus physics scheme (Kain, 2004; Kain & Fritsch, 1990) . These schemes were applied over 27 vertical meteorological layers and solved with an adaptive time step.
After establishing boundary and initial conditions for d04 using the WRF nested downscaling process, ParFlow-WRF was applied over d04 using identical physics, radiation, and land surface schemes to those described for d01-d03. Unlike the nested domain simulation, ParFlow-WRF employed a fixed-value time step of 6 s. Because subsurface hydrologic conditions do not change as rapidly as atmospheric velocities and thermal energies, the model calls ParFlow at a subcycle of 150 time steps.
Domain d04 required hydraulic parameters, topographic slopes, and initial hydraulic conditions as hydrologic inputs to ParFlow-WRF ( Figure 1 ). Although d04's resolution (at 1-km grid spacing) could be considered too coarse to capture many hydrologic processes, for meteorological applications this is a high-resolution, cloud-resolving model with an advanced representation of groundwater and surface water hydrology. Primary static fields for ParFlow were subset from a high-resolution continental-scale simulation conducted by Maxwell et al. (2015) . While further detail regarding hydraulic parameters is provided in Maxwell et al. (2015) , a short summary is provided here. Vertical discretization was constructed with five vertical layers of 0.1, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, and 100-m thickness, for a total model thickness of 102 m. The top four layers correspond to soil thicknesses prescribed by the Noah land surface model (LSM). Heterogeneous hydraulic properties for soil facies were taken from the soil survey geographic database (SSURGO; NRCS, 2010) and from Schaap and Leij (1998) . Deeper subsurface geologic units, each vertically homogeneous to 102-m depth, were adapted from the Gleeson et al. (2011) continental-scale permeability map. Below 102 m, the model assumes the presence of impermeable bedrock. Topographic slopes were calculated from the SHuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple Scales (HydroSHEDS) digital elevation model (Lehner et al., 2006) .
ParFlow-WRF also requires subsurface pressure head initial conditions. This required a multistep spin-up process, in which antecedent conditions are established by model physics under applied forcing, which minimizes the potential for artificial drift as models move toward equilibrium state (Ajami et al., 2014) , and also curtails the need for empirical or observational knowledge of initial hydrologic conditions. ParFlow ran for 3 years of consecutive and identical atmospheric forcing from the North American Land Data Assimilation System (Cosgrove et al., 2003) . These atmospheric conditions were distributed over the domain using bilinear interpolation. ParFlow coupled to the Community Land Model was used for the hydrologic-land surface hydrologic spin-up (Rihani et al., 2010) . ParFlow-CLM ran for 3 years of consecutive and identical atmospheric forcing, until the change in storage between years was minimal and the model was considered to have reached hydrologic equilibrium. The spun-up pressure head result on 12 April 2008 was used as the initial hydraulic condition for the ParFlow-WRF model (Figure 1 ). This spin-up process was conducted individually for baseline and disturbance scenarios, which are described in section 2.3. Initial snow conditions for the PF-WRF simulation were obtained from the Snow Data Assimilation System (National Operational Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center, 2004).
Simulated MPB Disturbance Experiments
The hydrologic spin-up and WRF nested domain models described above provide initial and boundary conditions in the subsurface and the atmosphere for ParFlow-WRF, applied over d04 for 12 April to 30 August 2008. The final model inputs are shown in Figure 1 , along with USGS 24-class land cover for Noah LSM. It is to the Noah LSM vegetation parameters that MPB perturbations were applied.
Phases of infestation are often referred to as green, red, and gray, with decreased transpiration turning needles from green to red within one or two growing seasons and gray skeletons of pines following needle drop (Mitchell & Preisler, 1998) . Given the short duration of red phase relative to gray phase, and its consequently less persistent impact on hydrology and energy, this study focused exclusively on the potential disturbance between healthy and gray phase trees. The approach for generating these scenarios involved adjustments to Noah LSM vegetation parameters. While default minimum and maximum LAI values for Noah-specified evergreen needleleaf cells range from 5 to 6, the disturbance scenario adjustments decreased LAI in unhealthy forests to a value of 1, a value bracketed by field observations in high-mortality pine forests (Pugh & Gordon, 2013) , and representative of needleless stems (Penn et al., 2016) . Stomatal resistance was also maximized to a value of 999 m/s for disturbance simulations, as gray phase pine trees no longer transpire. In order to capture spatial heterogeneity typical of natural infested forests, these gray phase adjustments were made only to evergreen needleleaf cells that overlapped with MPB-infested regions denoted by the United States Department of Agriculture Aerial Detection Surveys (USFS, 2011) data set ( Figure S1 in the supporting information).
The methods described above are practical changes to vegetation function that reflect decreases in transpiration and loss of leaves. However, recent literature suggests that these responses may not be applicable to entire forests and that coarsening of the characteristics of infested trees should be done with caution Brown et al., 2014) . In particular, complex forest recovery takes place simultaneously with disturbance. Loss of older, overstory trees allows young and vigorous trees to uptake more water and nutrients, thereby accelerating growth, increasing understory ET, and partially compensating for decreased overstory transpiration (Brown et al., 2014) . Persistent, heightened soil moisture following infestation can also augment forest recovery and increase transpiration Woods et al., 2006) . In this study, gray phase simulations do not account for understory regrowth that happens simultaneously with canopy death, nor do they consider heterogeneity below 1-km lateral scale. As such, the experiment should not be considered a predictive tool for quantifying the exact magnitude of beetle impacts. Rather, the study adds to our physical understanding of how perturbation at the land surface propagates into the atmosphere and the subsurface, providing motivation and direction for further study. An important avenue for future studies would be to examine MPB feedbacks under different degrees of disturbance by employing a range of gray phase parameterizations.
Initial Condition Perturbations and Ensemble Methods
Atmospheric energy and moisture flux in extended forecasts are highly sensitive to a wide array of model and initial condition uncertainties in meteorological modeling. To address initial condition uncertainty supplied by our coupled model, perturbations to initial atmospheric conditions were applied to create an ensemble forecast for each land disturbance category (green phase and gray phase). The perturbation method utilized in this study is the lagged forecasting, or shifting initialization approach, as employed in . With this approach, each ensemble member is an ordinary forecast initiated with conditions at various time lags from the start of the forecast period (Hoffman & Kalnay, 1983) . Eight-member ensembles were generated for each land disturbance category by shifting the simulation initialization time by multiples of 24 hr. The first ensemble member was initialized at 0000 UTC on 2 April 2008, the second member at 0000 UTC on 3 April 2008, and so on until the final member on 9 April. Since these predictions are derived from the same atmospheric forcing, distinctions between ensemble members originate from model slight differences occurring during the downscaling from coarsest (27-km) to finest (1-km) resolution. The resulting ensemble spread, with eight green and eight gray phase members, is understandably quite small. To increase the effectiveness of this perturbation method, deviations from the ensemble mean were multiplied on 12 April (following at least 3 days of spin-up) by a factor of 3 (as explained in . The amplification was applied to all three-dimensional air temperature, atmospheric pressure, lateral wind speed, and specific humidity fields. Ensemble members used identical boundary conditions. While this ensemble methodology may therefore be inappropriate for operational forecasting systems , it does isolate uncertainty in initial conditions.
Potential Temperature-Humidity Mixing Diagrams
First introduced by Betts (1992) and later detailed in Santanello et al. (2009) , the mixing diagram approach describes the coevolution of near-surface potential temperature and humidity in energy space and is an effective method for diagnosing land-atmosphere coupling at diurnal timescales. Mixing diagrams were applied to green and gray phase scenarios over evergreen needleleaf cells to analyze moisture and heat fluxes within the PBL. The method also allows us to identify relative contributions of surface and
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres entrainment to PBL development. Mixing diagrams relate C p θ as a function of Lq at every daytime time step Δt, where θ and q are 2-m potential temperature and specific humidity. These components are scaled by the specific heat capacity of moist air, C p , and the latent heat of vaporization, L. Santanello et al. (2009) details the process of expressing changes in heat and moisture over Δt as surface, advective, and entrainment vectors in this energy space, and a brief summary is provided here.
Two-dimensional surface energy vector V sfc is composed of latent and sensible heat fluxes, which represent x and y components, respectively. The x component of V sfc is
for mean surface sensible heat, H sfc , PBL height h, and air density ρ, averaged over the time period Δt. The y component of V sfc may be found in a complementary way, by replacing Δθ with Δq, C p with L, and H sfc with the surface latent heat flux.
In the absence of significant advection, calculation of the entrainment vector V ent in energy space only requires connecting V sfc and the final values of C p θ and Lq. As Santanello et al. (2009) note, horizontal advection is one of the greatest uncertainties in boundary layer diagnostics. The analysis presented in this study only considers days in which lateral wind speeds are low and advection does not impact the evolution of θ and q. As slopes of the energy budget vectors indicate the mean Bowen ratio over the time step, mixing diagrams are an effective way of calculating sensible heat fluxes (where positive/negative values indicate hot/cold air movement) and latent heat fluxes (where positive/negative values indicate moist/dry air movement) in the interfacial layer; they also effectively describe soil moisture-boundary layer feedbacks (Milovac et al., 2016; Santanello et al., 2011 Santanello et al., , 2015 .
Results and Discussion
The green and gray phase ParFlow-WRF simulations each provided 4 months of hourly outputs for dozens of energy, hydrologic, and atmospheric variables, for every model cell within a 28,512-km 2 area, and spanning over four subsurface layers and 27 meteorological layers. While scale disparities exist between our results and point observations, our results have been compared with available records; these include 35 SNOwpack TELemetry (SNOTEL) Network sites providing air temperature, accumulated precipitation, and soil moisture measurements at various elevations within the domain (Serreze et al., 1999) . These data serve to provide some confidence in the spatial and temporal patterns of our atmospheric modeling platform, although coarsening of point observations to grid scale will not fully represent subkilometer heterogeneity of surface or climate variables. Comparisons to observations may be found in the supporting information (SI).
Simulated infestation by MPB was found to reduce evaporative energy associated with transpiration in MPB-designated forests, especially during middle to late summer. The resulting perturbations to surface energy, subsurface moisture, and boundary layer, and their statistical significance, are summarized in section 3.1. Section 3.2 shows the diurnal evolution of energy and moisture in the mixed layer, which drive boundary layer development and explain land disturbance-atmosphere feedbacks. Finally, section 3.3 discusses the important relationship between antecedent moisture and response to MPB.
MPB Influence to the Connected Water, Energy, and Atmosphere Systems
Land disturbance perturbations have direct consequences to local water and energy regimes, as well as nonlocal feedbacks in regions remote from infestation sites. Figure 2 shows green phase ensemble mean for daytime latent heat (LH), daily soil moisture (SM), daytime temperature in the first soil layer (TSLB1), and daytime PBL height (PBLH). Also shown are gray-green differences in dependent variables and the F-statistic for a repeated measures analysis of variance between the groups. 
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Additionally, summer mean SM is on average 20% higher in beetle-infested cells (Figure 2 ). Greater moisture availability in the soil column accompanies an average decrease in summertime water table depth of 0.44 m (shallower water tables) at the domain scale. While this change to water table and storage would be very difficult to isolate from interannual variability using point-scale observations, the magnitude could significantly influence stand-scale water availability and susceptibility to drought stress. In some isolated regions, modeled gray phase water tables are more than 10 m shallower than those of the green phase.
These changes to surface and subsurface moisture, land surface energy, and the convective boundary layer are not novel and have been well established in the literature as potential responses to widespread canopy mortality. Results from other modeling studies Penn et al., 2016) show increases in subsurface storage as a result of beetle-induced transpiration losses. Here gray phase adjustments to water table depth align with previous coupled hydrologic-land surface work that modeled up to 1-m shallower water tables in infested regions (Penn et al., 2016) . Surface warming in this gray phase scenario falls in ranges bracketed by observational (Maness et al., 2012) and modeling (Wiedinmyer et al., 2012) studies and is attributed to decreased shading and subsequent increase in radiative forcing with canopy death.
Results shown in Figure 2 show the nonlocal impact of MPB-induced soil moisture and groundwater changes to downstream water, surface energy, and even the boundary layer. Undisturbed regions of topographic convergence exhibit increases in latent heat flux, distinct from localized gray phase model cells. This increase in evaporative energy in the river networks corresponds to higher soil moisture availability as a result of changes in stream flow contribution, perhaps by snowmelt or groundwater (Figure 2 ). MPB-induced increases to simulated moisture availability in streambeds are a mechanism of lateral transport of information through the subsurface, rather than localized stand-scale impacts. The resulting evaporative cooling in convergent zones (e.g., the St. Vrain River in the St. Vrain watershed north of Clear Creek) can even be seen in spatial patterns of surface energy and PBL. These spatial structures-with local increases complementing remote decreases in PBLH-are large-scale instances of similar patterns shown at the smaller idealized scale (Rihani et al., 2015) . The planetary boundary layer responds to disturbance at the land surface, but the magnitude and direction of its response is contingent upon topography and antecedent moisture conditions.
These results highlight the influence that rigorous hydrologic representation, which can resolve surface water routing, has on modeled land surface processes. It also highlights a mechanism for scale-dependent dampening of MPB signals. Previous literature has shown dampened watershed-scale ET Brown et al., 2014; Penn et al., 2016) , with ground evaporation offsetting the decreases in transpiration. Some researchers have proposed that lateral groundwater movement from unforested and unimpacted regions into infested regions can further dampen response (Bearup et al., 2014 Penn et al., 2016) . Penn et al. (2016) showed that while modeled total ET over beetle infested regions decreased by 24% from gray to green phase simulations, the watershed-scale change in ET was only 11%. For this study, gray phase percent change in LH was À49% at the local scale and only À4.5% at the watershed scale.
Given the scale-dependent dampening that has been documented in the literature and that is present in these simulation results, we employed analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests to identify specific areas in which MPB effects to energy and moisture states were statistically significant. A mixed-design analysis of variance was conducted at every cell within the domain for the eight-member initial condition ensembles. Four dependent variables were analyzed (those shown in Figure 2) , and daily or daytime averages from 12 April to 30 August were treated as within-subject factors. The analysis tested the null hypothesis that gray and green phase group means were identical. Figure 2 reports the F-statistic for the ANOVA tests, which represents the ratio of variances between the two ensemble groups. Nonsignificant values have been masked in gray (p > 0.05), and higher F values (which are shown in log scale for clarity) indicate larger separation between group variance. The analysis shows what we would intuitively expect: More significant differences between green and gray occur in regions where MPB lateral extent is widespread and uninterrupted. However, other important spatial patterns emerge; for instance, despite significant increases in surface temperature throughout most of the infested region, gray-green difference in PBLH is only significant in the highest elevations of the Colorado Headwaters watershed. Conversely, although small, increases in soil moisture east of the Front Range are significant, despite being far removed from MPB sites. Moisture increases in these remote areas are likely a result of greater soil moisture and groundwater recharge
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An effort was made to also robustly analyze MPB effects on convection and precipitation. We find that simulated changes to available near-surface moisture and energy do slightly disturb convection and precipitation, but these changes are small and statistically insignificant in the context of variability represented by different initial condition realizations. Individual summer storm events for a single-ensemble realization yielded changes in precipitation of up to 30 mm or changes in convective available potential energy of up to 300 J/kg in a day (see, e.g., a storm event on 23 June in SI). However, although each ensemble member manifests MPB-induced couplets of major precipitation changes, the locations of increased or decreased cumulative precipitation are not consistent between the eight ensemble members, nor are changes to convective available potential energy. Hence, a key finding from this study is that an ensemble modeling approach is necessary to properly quantify the likelihood of atmospheric response to the MPB perturbation, and any single realization may yield large, but not statistically robust, atmospheric disturbance results. Because daily precipitation rate time series do not meet the ANOVA assumption of normality, a bootstrap analysis was conducted to test the difference in green and gray ensemble means. Gray-green daily average precipitation rate time series were randomly resampled 1,000 times with replacement. This was done for each cell in the domain; the null hypothesis-that there is no difference between green and gray populations-is rejected if there is 95% confidence that zero is not a member of the gray-green population. This bootstrapping method was done for different months and for the entire simulation period; no statistically significant difference was ever found between green and gray precipitation rate populations (see, e.g., Figure S7 in the supporting information).
Diurnal Coevolution of Energy, Moisture, and Land-Atmosphere Coupling Under Disturbance Conditions
Temporally averaged fields shown in Figure 2 are helpful to track spatial signals of MPB from the soil column into the lower atmosphere; however, these summary gray-green values do not fully explain the mechanisms behind diurnal development of the stable PBL and soil moisture-atmosphere coupling. The sensitivity of the PBL to diurnal evolution of land surface fluxes and entrainment is well documented, and this coupling regulates soil moisture-precipitation coupling strength (Santanello et al., 2011 (Santanello et al., , 2015 . Latent heating moistens and cools the PBL, while surface sensible heat yields warmer and drier conditions that encourage turbulent flux and promotes PBL growth and entrainment of air into the PBL from the troposphere (van Heerwaarden et al., 2009) . Soil moisture-precipitation feedbacks are therefore sensitive to the PBL's relationship with evaporative fraction (EF), defined as EF = LH/(LH + SH), or the inverse of the Bowen ratio. Given that the MPB is capable of increasing the surface Bowen ratio, a closer examination of land-atmosphere coupling on diurnal timescales is essential.
The following analyses focus on individual diurnal coevolution of energy and moisture within the PBL on individual clear-sky simulation days. Figure 3 shows the diurnal progression of potential temperature (TH), specific humidity (Q), vertical wind speed (W), and cloud water mixing ratio (QCLOUD), on 19 July, which is an example day characterized by mostly clear skies (minimal planetary boundary layer clouds in the afternoon), and low mean lateral wind speeds (less than 4 m/s in the convective boundary layer). Diurnal values are given for all model layers up to 5 km above the ground surface. The time series represent spatial averages of MPB-designated cells that exhibited a statistically significant PBLH response (in Figure 2l , the region of interest corresponds to MPB-infested cells in the high, eastern elevations of the Colorado Headwaters watershed).
Temperature and humidity follow clear diurnal signals, with TH higher and Q lower during the day than at night. Gray-green phase differences in TH and Q (ΔTH and ΔQ) generally follow the same trend, with positive daytime ΔTH and negative daytime ΔQ (Figure 3) . Thus, the gray phase air is drier and hotter within the PBL, a direct consequence of the removal of evaporative cooling. Above the PBL, the opposite is true, in that the free troposphere at levels of entrainment is less hot and dry in gray phase scenarios. Because the day begins with little gray-green difference in tropospheric moisture and heat, we can be fairly confident that these changes are functions of convective diurnal development, rather than being influenced by advection of atmospheric states from previous days and nonlocal regions. Peak PBLH occurs at 1500 MST (2100 UTC), but the gray-green difference in PBLH does not peak until 1800 MST, when it reaches an average MPB-induced 
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres increase of more than 500 m. This is an interesting effect of increased upward wind velocities at approximately 1600 MST, which sustain gray phase PBL depth longer into the afternoon and evening in the disturbance scenario. Peak ΔPBLH occurring in the late afternoon is not unique to 19 July; we found that most days exhibit the largest gray phase PBLH reductions between the hours of 1600 and 1900 MST. The increase in vertical wind speed at 1600 MST also coincides with the only period of gray phase increases to Q that occur within the convective boundary layer, a process which may indicate that the land disturbance has decreased dry air entrainment from the free troposphere. These temporal and spatial shifts in moisture and energy perturb the development of minor planetary boundary layer clouds in the afternoon: On 19 July, clouds are higher and occur later in the afternoon in the gray phase scenario (Figure 3 ).
These changes to boundary layer moisture and heat are not specific to 19 July and instead are characteristic of most sunny days with mild advection (e.g., the days shown in Figure 4) . Results may indicate potential disturbance-atmosphere-vegetation feedbacks, in which consistent drying and warming of the convective boundary layer could increase drought stress on local vegetation. Given that regional warming and increased drought susceptibility have promoted favorable conditions for recent infestations (Hart et al., 2014; Logan et al., 2003) , the ability for MPB to reduce available moisture within the PBL could lead to an important feedback mechanism. A drier PBL under infested forest conditions could also help explain large-scale damping of the MPB signal Brown et al., 2014; Penn et al., 2016) , as it increases evaporative demand and direct ground evaporation.
Differences between gray and green phase land-atmosphere coupling were further diagnosed with temperature-humidity mixing diagrams. Figure 4 describes the covariance of 2-m potential temperature-specific humidity for six clear-sky, low-advection summer days, with time series shown in energy space from 0600 MST to 1800 MST. Diurnal traces are again averaged over MPB-infested regions in the eastern Colorado Headwaters watershed (Figure 2) . Insets in Figure 4 show scatterplots of daytime-averaged PBLH versus EF, where each point is a cell in the region of interest. Summary statistics for the mixing diagrams are given in Table 1 : These include spatially averaged SM, the ratio of entrainment to surface latent heat (A le ), the ratio of entrainment to surface sensible heat (A h ), and the Bowen ratio at the surface (B sfc ) and for entrainment (B ent ).
As an example of how to read these diagrams, let us compare 19 July, discussed above, and 20 May, which was characterized by comparatively wetter soil column conditions (Table 1 ). In the absence of significant advection, the primary drivers for moisture and energy flux within the convective boundary layer are evaporative fraction at the land surface and entrainment of dry air into the mixed column at the PBL-troposphere interface (van Heerwaarden et al., 2009) . The contribution of each may be quantified with the slope of the vector components, V sfc and V ent , calculated from the 2-m Lq and C p θ traces, which correspond to the surface and entrainment Bowen ratios. These ratios are opposite in sign, in that positive B sfc indicates warming and moistening, while negative B ent indicates warming and drying. The 19 July was characterized by strong surface heating, which promotes fast warming and drying of the air column and leads to PBL growth, as well as dry air mixing through the convective column and through entrainment (Figure 4 ). Temperature and moisture do not evolve as quickly or as dramatically on 20 May. The 20 May exhibits strong EF control on PBLH, limiting PBL growth by surface evaporation and evaporative cooling: PBLH on 20 May is on average 400 m lower than on 19 July.
As expected, these two regimes both show increases the Bowen ratio at the land surface with forest disturbance. Both 20 May and 19 July also show a decrease in B ent with MPB, but this effect is far more pronounced on the day with higher surface moisture availability. The relationship between PBLH and EF is also important: while gray phase cells shift the scatter toward higher PBLH and lower EF, the slope of this relationship is unchanged, signifying that the MPB simulations do not change the physical relationship between evaporative energy controls and the PBL. Table 1 summarizes the results from the mixing diagram metrics. All days show higher gray phase Bowen ratio at the surface; gray-green increases in B sfc range from 0.57 on 20 May to 7.91 on 19 July. As surface transpiration is reduced, the ratio of entrainment LE to surface LE, A le , increases, while A h correspondingly decreases.
While MPB impacts to the Bowen ratio are not a novel concept in the literature, the mixing diagrams and their summary statistics suggest a potential feedback with entrainment that should be further diagnosed. Gray phase changes to the entrainment Bowen ratio, B ent , range from À1.19 on 21 August to 0.02 on 19 July.
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Every day experiences a decrease in V ent slope magnitude, with the exception of 19 July. The smallest and largest increases to B sfc occur on 20 May and 19 July, respectively, but these days also show the second largest (20 May) and smallest (19 July) MPB-induced shifts in B ent , suggesting compensating contributions 
Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres of surface and entrainment vectors. Changes to B ent , which are largely positive (reducing slope), may help explain the gray phase influence on tropospheric potential temperature or specific humidity in Figure 3 : In order to have a shallower slope, the gray phase V ent is possibly less efficient at warming than the green phase entrainment component. The potential for MPB to impact the entrainment moisture and energy balance can have implications to atmospheric stability and convection: Betts and Ball (1994) show the entrainment Bowen ratio to be an important ingredient for initializing convection.
Groundwater-Atmosphere Coupling Under Forest Disturbance Conditions
Section 3.2 examined land-atmosphere coupling at diurnal timescales.
Monthly and seasonal land-atmosphere feedbacks, however, are sensitive to low-frequency memory in the soil column and deeper aquifer storage . PF-WRF simulations provide an opportunity to study these types of water-land-atmosphere feedbacks. In this section, we discuss the importance of antecedent moisture availability to MPB signals in land surface energy and planetary boundary layer.
The relationship between PBLH and EF is a major driver of soil moisture-atmosphere feedbacks, and this metric is not limited to diurnal timescale applications and has been used to summarize long term land-PBL coupling (Santanello et al., 2015) . Figure 5 shows ensemble mean PBLH as a function of ensemble mean EF from infested model cells. Spatial and temporal PBLH and EF were binned and averaged based on (1) simulation month, (2) green or gray scenario, and (3) soil moisture or water table depth thresholds. The moisture thresholds identify cells that fall within wet, intermediate, or dry subsurface moisture conditions in the month of April. Therefore, the colors in Figure 5 represent the initial moisture state of that group of cells, rather than the current amount of moisture retained in that month. The averaging method ensures that the number of cells used in the mean PBLH-EF data point does not change from one month to another as the soil column dries. Figure 5 thus summarizes the bulk behavior of EF-PBL coupling and describes the relative influence of antecedent moisture condition, time, and land disturbance. In general, higher evaporative fraction promotes moisture and cooling in the mixed layer, stunting PBL growth, as was seen in higher-frequency landatmosphere coupling in Figure 4 and has been extensively discussed in the literature (Betts, 1992; Betts & Ball, 1994; Milovac et al., 2016; Santanello et al., 2009 Santanello et al., , 2011 Santanello et al., , 2015 . PBLH is highly sensitive to month, indicating that synoptic-scale forcing largely governs its development. However, MPB land disturbance significantly 
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres shifts the space to lower EF and higher PBL for the months of June, July, and August; on the other hand, PBL in May is far more sensitive to antecedent moisture than on surface vegetation. May exhibits the smallest gray phase response to EF-PBL coupling and July the largest. It is also clear that antecedent moisture not only plays a role in PBL development within a single month but also provides a control on the degree of separation between gray and green phase scenarios. This is true for both soil moisture and depth to water Figure 6 shows MPB-affected cell density scatters in July. Gray minus green phase change in daytime latent heat is given as a function of corresponding change to water table depth. Simulated forest mortality induces shallowing of the water table and decreases in latent heat, but the relationship between ΔLH and ΔWTD is highly nonlinear. However, the sensitivity of ΔLH to WTD is very clear, with the magnitude of ΔLH decreasing with depth to groundwater after a depth of 1-5 m. Figure 6b is also shown with semilog axes for clarity and to highlight the near-surface vadose zone. Peak ΔLH magnitude occurs at a WTD of approximately 2 m. MPB-induced changes to TSK and PBLH show similar patterns, with greatest sensitivity to the mountain pine beetle disturbance signal consistently occurring around 1 to 5-m depth.
The spatially averaged consequence of the relationships shown in Figure 6 can be explored in Figure 7 , which shows gray minus green phase difference time series, colored by water response to infestation in regions with shallow water tables, as do skin surface temperature (TSK) and PBL. As water table depth increases, the impact of MPB on energy and atmosphere becomes less pronounced.
The critical depth at which MPB-induced changes to land surface variables (ΔLH, ΔTSK, and ΔPBLH) are the largest corresponds to the boundary between energy-limited (shallow water tables) and water-limited (deep water tables) regimes. This zone, often referred to as the critical zone, is the depth at which latent heating is most sensitive to slight changes in the water table height (S8; Brooks et al., 2015; Chen & Hu, 2004; Szilagyi et al., 2013) . It often corresponds to heightened T/ET ratios (Maxwell & Condon, 2016) . Below this critical depth, groundwater is less accessible to rooting zone and ground evaporative energy is therefore less sensitive to reductions in transpiration. At very shallow water table depths (near saturated soil moisture conditions), ground evaporation can offset transpiration losses, dampening the ΔLH signal. Figures 6 and 7 suggest that tree mortality has less of an impact on regions that already struggle to tap deep water sources, in comparison to areas where subsurface water and transpirable moisture were readily available. Importantly, higher antecedent moisture can increase MPB impact to land surface energy and PBL development, with most disturbance-sensitive regions being those with water tables between 1 and 2 m deep.
Conclusions
This study analyzes impacts of transpiration loss from mountain pine beetle to water, energy, and land surface-boundary layer development. Simulations using the coupled hydrometeorological model ParFlow-WRF were presented for two scenarios: A green phase, healthy evergreen forest, and a gray phase, disturbed forest with reductions to stomatal conductance and LAI reflective of MPB infestations. Each scenario consisted of an eight-member time-lagged ensemble of perturbed initial atmospheric conditions.
An analysis of variance between green and gray populations was conducted for daily time series at each model cell. Statistically significant differences in green versus gray variance were primarily found in infested regions (as would be expected). However, soil moisture and latent heat experienced statistically significant changes in regions remote from the original land disturbance, suggesting that contributions by lateral groundwater can influence nonlocal downstream ecosystems. No significant difference was found between green and gray phase precipitation rates using bootstrap resampling. Analyses of diurnal evolution of moisture and energy in the mixed layer (Santanello et al., 2009) showed that widespread canopy mortality can influence diurnal planetary boundary layer development through increased surface Bowen ratio. While PBLH peaks between 1 and 3 p.m., the gray-green difference in PBLH is highest between 5 and 8 p.m., a function of increased vertical wind velocities in the late afternoon that sustain gray phase PBL depth into the evening. Disturbance effects on the entrainment Bowen ratio are not entirely clear, but it is possible that entrainment of dry air from the troposphere is less efficient in the gray phase scenario, a possibility that should be explored in future studies given its ability to impact convective initiation. The daytime PBL is warmer and drier in the gray phase scenario; this is an important finding for ecosystem health in high-elevation forests, since drought frequency and regional temperature are important controls on pest lifecycles and on tree health (Hart et al., 2014; Logan et al., 2003; Mitton & Ferrenberg, 2012) .
Most importantly, the magnitude of subsurface moisture was found to be an important control on land energy and PBL development response to MPB. PBL and EF relationships are sensitive to antecedent moisture conditions. LE, TSK, and PBL gray-green differences peak when the water table is 1 to 2 m below the land surface. These moisture controls indicate that subsurface water is an important indicator of potential for MPB impacts. The results implicate the use of coupled models to identify feedbacks between regimes frequently treated separately. Ongoing work highlights the importance of groundwater representation, particularly three-dimensional subsurface flow, in land surface and atmospheric models (Keune et al., 2016; Overgaard et al., 2007; Rahman et al., 2015) ; groundwater models simulate wetter soils in convergent zones (MiguezMacho et al., 2007) and potentially improve evapotranspiration estimates in climate models (Anyah et al., 2008) . In this study, groundwater availability was found to augment surface energy perturbations; this begs the question, what feedbacks are missing should the deeper terrestrial hydrology coupling to the atmosphere be neglected?
It is important to note that while MPB infestations have declined over the last several years, other species, such as the spruce beetle, are on the rise (USFS, 2011). Persistent infestations from multiple species, paired with the threat of regional warming and higher drought stress, continue to make these forests important regions for both research and ecohydrologic resources. Our results have implications to ecohydrologic health and resilience and highlight the importance of critical zone dynamics (Brooks et al., 2015) . One could imagine a moisture-surface energy feedback in which tree mortality by MPB results in shallower water tables, allowing future, localized changes to Bowen ratio and surface temperature to be more pronounced. Because the snowmelt-and pine forest-dominated Colorado Headwaters system is sensitive not only to forest mortality by beetle outbreaks, but also to regional climate change, future studies should devote resources to investigate the extent to which groundwater responds to and influences these events over time and how climate or atmospheric models are constrained by subsurface moisture in their lower boundary conditions.
